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Background 
The combination of population growth and climate change on the regions natural resources, and 
water in particular, is becoming increasingly evident. Issues related to water supply, quality, and 
flooding are all of growing concern. The projected impacts of climate change are increased 
temperatures, increased winter rainfall, decreased summer rainfall, and more frequent tidal 
surges (Greater London Authority, 2016). Table 1 shows the projected changes in summer and 
winter monthly rainfall for 2020, 2050 and 2080.  
 
Year Decrease summer 

rainfall 
Increase winter 
rainfall 

Mean summer 
rainfall (mm) 

Mean winter 
rainfall (mm) 

2017 n/a n/a 50.30 51.00 
2020 0.06 0.06 47.30 54.06 
2050 0.18 0.15 41.30 58.65 
2080 0.22 0.22 39.30 62.22 

Table 1. Distribution of Projected Seasonal Rainfall 
(Climate-Data.org, n.d.; Defra, 2009) 
 
Temperature and rainfall change will increase the intensity and effect of heat waves, urban heat 
island effect, flood risk and drought. During the 2003 heatwave, 600 people died as a result of 
overheating. The Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect results in the city being as much as 8 °C 
warmer than surrounding areas, such as those in the Green Belt (Greater London Authority, 
2016). 
 
London and the Lower Thames has the highest concentration and number of people in the 
country, yet the Thames River Basin receives 690mm of rainfall, which is below the national 
average of 897mm (British Geological Survey, n.d.). 60 - 70 per cent of London’s water supply is 
from surface water from the River Thames and River Lee. 30 - 40 per cent of London’s water 
supply is abstracted from the chalk aquifer (Environmental Agency & Defra, 2015). Water 
consumption already outstrips water supply during dry years (Greater London Authority, 2016) 
and South East England is classified as ‘seriously water stressed’ (Environmental Agency, 2008).  
 
Water Sensitive Urban Design 
Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) is a framework that supports the Australian 
government’s Water Sensitive Cities policy initiative. The Australian government defines WSUD 
as ‘the integration of urban planning with the management, protection and conservation of the 
urban water cycle that ensures that urban water management is sensitive to natural hydrological 
and ecological processes’ (Wong & Brown, 2011, p. 485). It is regarded as the ‘most extensive and 
enveloping conceptual structure with regard to urban water management’ (Everett, Lamond, & 
Lawson, 2015, p. 54). The WSUD approach mimics the natural hydrological cycle by 
integrating three streams of water – potable water, waste water and storm water – in order to 
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achieve its principal objectives including water conservation, waste water minimization and 
stormwater management. The natural hydrological cycle, which includes processes such as 
transpiration, runoff and infiltration regulates aquatic ecosystems by ensuring for example, water 
purification, soil moisture and stream flow. Urban development disrupts many of these processes 
and contributes towards stream erosion, the increase of pollutants entering urban water bodies 
and surface flooding. WSUD aims to minimize the impacts to the natural water balance, 
typically caused by urban development (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1. Water Balance 
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Research Objectives 
• To simulate the WSUD development process on a pilot site in the Green Belt.  
• To select a suitable development site based on constraints set by water resources 
• To examine the implications of the WSUD process on the site design. 

 
Methods and Data 
WSUD Conceptual Process 
The Water Sensitive Urban Design development and design process is based on guidance from 
South East Queensland’s Healthy Waterways Partnership document ‘Water By Design: Concept 
Design Guidelines for Water Sensitive Urban Design (2009) and will be tested on a pilot site. 
Typically, the WSUD design process includes a multidisciplinary team working at multiple 
scales. For the purpose of this study, the tasks highlighted in yellow (Table 1) will be carried out. 
Tasks 5 – 9 require descriptive mapping in GIS to create base maps at different scales. The data 
used is shown in each legend, and referenced at the end of this report. Tasks 15 and 16 will 
require the use of methodologies not specified in the WSUD guidelines. 
 Task 
A Preliminary Site Analysis 
01 Understand the most recent WSUD policy and regulations  
02 Identify regionally and locally significant ecosystems and understand the 

site’s	context in relation to the protection and/or enhancement of these 
ecosystems, particularly riparian and wetland ecosystems associated with 
waterway corridors  

03 Identify environmental values and water quality objectives for key 
receiving waters within, and downstream of, the development 

04 Establish ecological condition and management requirements for key 
receiving waters within, and downstream of, the site 

05 Establish the site’s existing hydrologic cycle and its regional context 
06 Understand the regional and local integrated water cycle infrastructure 

context 
07 Understand the current and future flooding risk on, and downstream of, 

the site 
08 Understand the site terrain and soils  
09 Prepare a preliminary WSUD opportunities and constraints overlay  
B Establish WSUD Objectives 
10 Determine water conservation objectives  
11 Determine wastewater minimisation objectives  
12 Determine stormwater management objectives  
13 Confirm WSUD design objectives with local council  
C Conceptual Site Layout 
14 Integrate the conceptual design process  
15 Undertake detailed site analysis  
16 Undertake quantitative modelling  
17 Prepare final conceptual site layout and present to the local council at a 

pre-lodgement meeting  

Table 2. WSUD Conceptual Design Process 
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Hydrologic and Slope Analysis in Geographic Information Systems 
Task 15 in the WSUD conceptual design process calls for a detailed site analysis. The overall site 
analysis requires a study of the behaviour of stormwater run-off (hydrological analysis) and an 
understanding the site topography (slope analysis). ESRI ArcGIS’ spatial analysis extension 
toolbox includes hydrological and slope tools. A digital elevation model (DEM) raster will be used 
as the primary input to determine the steepness of slopes and direction of water flow. Each of 
these, will inform the infrastructure design and layout. Table 2. summarizes the process and 
objectives for each tool. 
 
GIS Tool Objective 
1. Data Preparation  
Sink  
Fill 

To identify localized holes (incorrect values) in the DEM   
To fill (correct) values in the DEM 

2. Hydrological Analysis  
Flow Direction To determine the direction of stormwater flow from cell to 

cell 
3. Slope Analysis  
Slope To determine the gradient of each raster surface 

Table 3. Hydrologic and Slope Analysis process 
 
Storage Assessment using Qmed estimation 
Quantitative modelling is the last step in the WSUD conceptual design process (Table 1). 
Stormwater storage assessments are one of several assessments that would need to be carried out 
in a WSUD development. A stormwater storage assessment calculates runoff, and the resulting 
storage requirements for stormwater treatment, capture and reuse. Providing infrastructure to 
capture and reuse stormwater reduces flood risk, increases water quality in nearby streams and 
diversifies local water supplies. A U.K. based civil engineering and environmental hydraulics 
consultancy firm, designed an online tool to carry out a storage assessments1, using standards set 
by the Environmental Agency. The calculator uses location-based and development specific data, 
and the Qmed estimation statistical method (HR Wallingford, n.d.). This method accounts for 
four types of storage as shown in Table 3. Figure 2 describes the surface water storage method 
incorporated into the tool. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1 www.uksuds.com 
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Storage Type Description 

Interception  aims to prevent runoff to receiving streams for small events. This ensures the 
frequency of polluting the river reduces by as much as 50%. The objective of 
Interception storage is to prevent the first 5mm from being discharged. It is 
recognised that this may not always be possible for all sites. 

Attenuation  aims to limit the rate of runoff into the receiving water to similar rates of 
discharge as that which takes place before the site is developed (greenfield 
runoff rate). 

Long-Term  is similar to Attenuation storage, but aims to specifically address the 
additional volume of runoff caused by the development. This is either 
infiltrated into the ground or, if this is not possible due to soil conditions, 
attenuated and discharged at very low rates of flow to the receiving 
watercourse so as to minimise the risk of exacerbating river flooding. 

Treatment  aims to ensure the water quality of the stormwater discharged to the river is 
sufficiently improved to have minimal impact on the flora and fauna in the 
receiving water  

Table 4. Storage Type and Functions 
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Figure 2. Surface Water Storage Method as developed by HR Wallingford 
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Analysis 
Existing Conditions in the Basin and Catchment 
Aspley Guise station, as indicated by the red cross in Figure 2, is located in the Upper and 
Bedford Ouse catchment, within the Anglian River Basin. Broughton Brook, the predominant 
surface water body in the catchment, which flows northwards, is described as being ‘heavily 
modified’, with a ‘poor’ rating for ecological status (Environmental Agency, 2016). Productive 
aquifers in the southern half of the catchment (shown in yellow), provide opportunities for water 
supply and storage (Environmental Agency, 2017). The large urban area to the West of the 
catchment is Milton Keynes.  
 
The topography (Figure 3) of the catchment varies, and is hilly in the southern part and relatively 
flat in the north-western parts. The 1:1000 year flood zone is limited to the banks of Broughton 
Brook. Soils (Figure 4) include chalk, coverloam, loamy drift, glaciolacustrine clays and silts and 
gravel. There are small areas in the catchment that contain Grade 1 and 2 agricultural soils, 
versatile for food production. 
 
The dominant land cover (Figure 5) of the parcels in the catchment are related agriculture. 
There is woodland and grassland cover in the south and built up areas near the station and in the 
north. There are small areas of ‘freshwater and inland rock’, which suggest wetlands.  
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Figure 3. Upper and Bedford Ouse Catchment   

(Lau, 2017) 
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Figure 4. Topography (Lau, 2017) 

 
Figure 5. Soils (Lau, 2017) 
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Figure 6. Land Cover  (Lau, 2017) 

 
Water Sensitive Urban Design Opportunities and Constraints 
Stage 9 of the WSUD conceptual design process, requires an ‘opportunities and constraints 
overlay’, which considers water-related, natural and human-made features that will influence the 
planning and design of the development. Figure 7 illustrates the factors that have been 
considered. Opportunities include gentle, undulating slopes (2.5% - 15%) and proximity to 
aquifers (for sustainable groundwater abstraction and aquifer storage and recovery). Constraints 
include flood zones, water sensitive areas and grade 1 and 2 agricultural soils. Figure 8 illustrates 
the proposed areas for protection, and by implication areas to be considered for development 
within the catchment. Using the suggested dimensions of 300m (Munoz-Criado, 2016) for 
connected green infrastructure cores and corridors, protection areas (shown in blue) are 
identified along streams and around WSA’s. The white outline is the resulting proposed 
development area, which is approximately 400 hectares. 
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Figure 7. WSUD Opportunities and Constraints (Lau, 2017) 

 

Figure 8. Proposed areas for protection and development in the catchment 
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Site Analysis 
Potential detention areas (Figure 10) are flat parts of the site at lower elevations, where water will 
tend to accumulate. The flow direction analysis illustrates the direction that water will flow, from 
each 50m grid cell. The slope analysis calculates the slope percentage of each 50m cell. In Figure 
9, slopes greater than 15% are indicated in red and flat areas (less than 2.5%) in blue – both 
considered unsuitable for development, according to WSUD principles. 
 

 
Figure 9. Flow Direction and Slope Analyses  

(Lau, 2017) 
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Figure 10. Potential Detention Areas (Lau, 2017) 

 
Land Use Scenarios and assumptions 
Three plausible land use scenarios were developed for comparison. All three are based on local 
policies (Central Bedfordshire Council, 2017, n.d.), with regard to affordable housing, 
employment and open space. Scenario 1 aims to deliver as many homes and jobs as is possible, 
within the constraints of appropriate densities and open space requirements per capita. Scenario 
2 is similar to scenario 1, but includes the required area for WSUD stormwater infrastructure 
(13%). Scenario 3 incorporates WSUD stormwater infrastructure, but is lower in density, with 
more than the minimum open space, as required, per capita.  
 
Most WSUD best management practices do not require significant space within a development 
and can often be incorporated into public open spaces. The exception to this are constructed 
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wetlands, which require approximately 10% (SEQ HWP, 2009) of the development land area 
and are not considered as publically accessible open space2.  
 
Using the stormwater storage tool, inputs from each scenario were entered to calculate an 
estimate of stormwater storage volumes. Inputs include total site area, public open space, 
impermeable (or impervious) area, and soil class. Detailed results are shown in Appendix I. 
Figure 8 summarizes the breakdown of land use, impervious cover and stormwater storage 
percentages, dwelling units, number of residents and jobs for each scenario. Additionally, the 
storage volumes are interpreted as total development area percentages, at 0.5 and 1 metre 
depths, respectively. Appendix II includes a detailed land use and stormwater storage tables for 
each scenario. 
 
A comparison between scenarios 1 and 2 shows that scenario 2 has 1% less homes, 3% less 
residents, a marginally higher number of jobs per resident worker and requires 23% more 
stormwater storage. This finding shows how an additional 10% of impervious cover, attributed to 
the constructed wetlands, impacts stormwater storage requirements. Although 23% may sound 
high, when interpreted in as a percentage of the total development area, Figure 40 illustrates a 
difference of 1% or 2%, depending on storage infrastructure depth. A comparison between 
scenarios 2 and 3 shows that scenario 3 has 21% less homes, 20% less residents, 113% more jobs 
per resident worker and requires 3% less stormwater storage. When compared as a percentage of 
the total development area, there is less than a 0.2% or 0.4% difference, depending on the 
storage infrastructure depth. From an infrastructure cost-sharing perspective, scenario 2 is no 
doubt the most efficient. Surface water storage options and the implications are explored in the 
section that follows. 
 
Figure 12 illustrates the recommended water, green and street infrastructure layout, based on the 
analysis and assumptions from scenario 2 presented in this report. 

                                                
2 This is based on South East Queensland Policy where Water Sensitive Urban Design standards are in 
place. Central Bedfordshire does not specifically outline the types of stormwater infrastructure that 
constitutes as open space. 
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Figure 11. Summary of scenario results (Lau, 2017) 
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Figure 12. Integrated Green, Blue and Grey Infrastructure (Lau, 2017) 

 
Discussion 
The pilot study near Aspley Guise station showed that comprehensive stormwater infrastructure 
can be integrated into new developments without requiring significant additional space. This 
observation is contingent on spatial requirements for open space, as shown in the land use 
scenarios. Stormwater infrastructure can therefore be integrated into public open space, if sited 
appropriately. This observation demonstrates that new development can take advantage of the 
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ecological and economic benefits derived from WSUD design, and still be affordable, if designed 
in, at an early stage. It was not in the scope of this study to perform a cost analysis of WSUD 
solutions, but a number of assumptions support this argument. First, if there are no significant 
spatial requirements for stormwater infrastructure, other (economically productive) uses are not 
compromised. To put this in context, a housing association or developer would not have to 
choose between a few more units or stormwater infrastructure. Second, the storage assessment 
revealed that the development could deliver a secondary water supply source by dedicating 10% 
of the land area to water storage (based on a depth of 0.5m). Public rights of way typically 
account for more than 10%, therefore if storage infrastructure was integrated locally into streets 
at the same time as other utilities, the secondary supply network would be significantly cheaper 
than if infrastructure is deployed later3. Third, as municipal water costs increase, providing a 
secondary water source for non-potable uses provides long term cost savings. 
 
The broad scope and limited timeframe of this study allows for limited parts of the methods to be 
incorporated. Some, but not every aspect of WSUD conceptual design will be used in the study. 
The site analysis and layout will consider stormwater quantity as a primary factor, however 
additional quantitative analyses including urban water balance models, stormwater quality 
models and water supply and wastewater network models would have large impact on the site 
design. The online storage calculator does not take topography into account. To fully understand 
the relationships between stormwater storage and detention, a calculation should be included, at 
the scale of the sub-catchment, rather than development.  

                                                
3 The challenge with stormwater capture and reuse strategies is often owed to the cost of storage (eg. 
cisterns) since the cost of water does not justify this type of investment. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A. Land Use Scenarios and Storage Assessments 
 

 

Scenario	1	-	Baseline
Impervious	Cover% Land	use %	of	available	area Area	(ha)

Residential
75 Med	-	High	Density	(Starter	/	Smaller	Homes) 25 107.95
45 Medium	Density	(Family	Housing) 14 60.45

Commercial 0.00
95 Office	(High	performance	Technology) 1.5 6.48
75 Low	Density	Office	(R&D	Agri	Food) 2 8.64
95 Retail 1 4.32

Community	/	Civic 0.00
55 Schools 3 12.95
75 Post	Office	/	Administrative 1 4.32

Transportation 0.00
50 Railroad	/	Station 2 8.64
100 Paved	Roads 10 43.18

Industrial 0.00
80 Logistics	and	Distribution 3.5 15.11

Accesible	Open	Space	 37
10 Parks,	Allotments	etc 37 159.77

Water	Infrastructure
0 Bio-Retention 0 0.00
0 Vegetatated	Swales 0 0.00
0 Sediment	Basins 0 0.00
Total	Non-Accessible	Open	Space 0

0 Constructed	Wetlands 0 0.00
TOTALS 100.00

SUMMARY Totals Percentage Area	(ha)
Residential 39 168.40
Dwelling	Units
Residents
Resident	Workers
Employment	/	Jobs 8 34.54
Retail 4.32
Office 6.48
Office	/Lab 8.64
Industrial 15.11
Actual	Accessible	Open	Space 37 159.77
Required	Accessible	Open	Space 36.63 158.16
Impervious	Cover 48.825 210.8252
Development	Area 431.7976
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Surface water storage 
requirements for sites

www.uksuds.com │ Storage estimation tool

This report was produced using the Storage estimation tool developed by HR Wallingford and available at www.uksuds.com. The use of this tool is subject to the UK SuDS terms and conditions and licence agreement, which can both be 
found at http://uksuds.com/terms-and-conditions.htm. The outputs from this tool have been used to estimate storage volume requirements. The use of these results is the responsibility of the users of this tool. No liability will be accepted 
by HR Wallingford, the Environment Agency, CEH, Hydrosolutions or any other organisation for use of this data in the design or operational characteristics of any drainage scheme.

This is an estimation of the storage volume requirements that are needed to meet normal 

best practice criteria in line with Environment Agency guidance “Preliminary rainfall runoff 

management for developments”, W5-074/A/TR1/1 rev. E (2012) and the SuDS Manual, C753 

(Ciria, 2015). It is not to be used for detailed design of drainage systems. It is recommended 

that hydraulic modelling software is used to calculate volume requirements and design 

details before finalising the drainage scheme.

Site name:

Calculated by:

Latitude:

Longitude:

Reference:

Date:

Site coordinates

Site location:

  Where rainwater harvesting or infiltration has been used for managing surface 
water runoff such that the effective impermeable area is less than 50 % of the ‘area 

positively drained’, the ‘net site area’ and the estimates of Qbar and other flow rates 
will have been reduced accordingly.

Site characteristics
Total site area (ha)
Significant public open space (ha)
Area positively drained (ha)
Pervious area contribution (%)
Impermeable area (ha)
Percentage of drained area  
that is impermeable (%)
Impervious area drained via infiltration (ha)
Return period for infiltration  
system design (year)
Impervious area drained to  
rainwater harvesting systems (ha)
Return period for rainwater harvesting 
system design (year)
Compliance factor for rainwater harvesting 
system design (%)
Net site area for storage volume design (ha) 
Net impermeable area for storage volume 
design (ha)

Design criteria
Volume control approach

Default Edited

Climate change allowance factor
Urban creep allowance factor
Interception rainfall depth (mm)
Minimum flow rate (l/s)

Qmed estimation method
BFI & SPR estimation method

Default Edited

Qmed (l/s)
Qbar / Qmed Conversion Factor
HOST class
BFI / BFIHOST
SPR / SPRHOST

Hydrology Default Edited

SAAR (mm)
M5-60 Rainfall Depth (mm)
‘r’ Ratio M5-60/M5-2 day 
Rainfall 100 yrs 6 hrs
Rainfall 100 yrs 12 hrs
FEH/FSR conversion factor 
Hydrological region 
Growth curve factor: 1 year 
Growth curve factor: 10 year
Growth curve factor: 30 year 
Growth curve factor: 100 year 

Site discharge rates Default Edited

Qbar total site area (l/s)
Qbar net site area (l/s)
1 in 1 year (l/s)
1 in 30 years (l/s)
1 in 100 years (l/s)

Estimated storage volumes Default Edited

Interception storage (m3)
Attenuation storage (m3)
Long term storage (m3)
Treatment storage (m3)
Total storage (excluding treatment) (m3)

Methodology FEH Statistical

Calculate from dominant HOST

Use long term storage

666.6

558.37

1.1 1.1

826.01

4911

--

30

0

1368

Tatum Lau

5

2.45

1.16

2529925299

0.47

635635

5

Aspley Guise

--526.62

1.4

5

4911

1.1241.124

8433

1.65

52.02053° N

1.4

---

210.825

0.47

2.45

20

1987.8

0.87 0.87

66
0.4

0.520.52

63

6162254

63

217273

159.77

WSUD Development Scenarios

1987.8

20

0

230617

493.093

0.62806° W

2017-11-08T19:15:30

1368

89.32

3.56

10

0.4

230617

Calculate from BFI and SAAR

333.32

333.323

8433

558.37

228.1

666.6

10

1.16

1.65

3.56

217273

5
5

826.01
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Scenario	2		-	Sc1	plus	WSUD
Impervious	Cover% Land	use %	of	available	area Area	(ha)

Residential
75 Med	-	High	Density	(Starter	/	Smaller	Homes) 27 116.59
45 Medium	Density	(Family	Housing) 10 43.18

Commercial 0.00
95 Office	(High	performance	Technology) 2.5 10.79
75 Low	Density	Office	(R&D	Agri	Food) 1 4.32
95 Retail 1 4.32

Community	/	Civic 0.00
55 Schools 3 12.95
75 Post	Office	/	Administrative 1 4.32

Transportation 0.00
50 Railroad	/	Station 2 8.64
100 Paved	Roads 4 17.27

Industrial 0.00
80 Logistics	and	Distribution 3 12.95

Accesible	Open	Space	 35.5
10 Parks,	Allotments	etc 31 133.86

Water	Infrastructure
0 Bio-Retention 3 12.95
0 Vegetatated	Swales 1 4.32
0 Sediment	Basins 0.5 2.16
Total	Non-Accessible	Open	Space 10

0 Constructed	Wetlands 10 43.18
TOTALS 100.00

SUMMARY Totals Percentage Area	(ha)
Residential 37 159.77
Dwelling	Units
Residents
Resident	Workers
Employment	/	Jobs 7.5 32.38
Retail 4.32
Office 10.79
Office	/Lab 4.32
Industrial 12.95
Actual	Accessible	Open	Space 35.5 153.29
Required	Accessible	Open	Space 35.71 154.19
Impervious	Cover 41.725 180.1676
Development	Area 431.7976
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Surface water storage 
requirements for sites

www.uksuds.com │ Storage estimation tool

This report was produced using the Storage estimation tool developed by HR Wallingford and available at www.uksuds.com. The use of this tool is subject to the UK SuDS terms and conditions and licence agreement, which can both be 
found at http://uksuds.com/terms-and-conditions.htm. The outputs from this tool have been used to estimate storage volume requirements. The use of these results is the responsibility of the users of this tool. No liability will be accepted 
by HR Wallingford, the Environment Agency, CEH, Hydrosolutions or any other organisation for use of this data in the design or operational characteristics of any drainage scheme.

This is an estimation of the storage volume requirements that are needed to meet normal 

best practice criteria in line with Environment Agency guidance “Preliminary rainfall runoff 

management for developments”, W5-074/A/TR1/1 rev. E (2012) and the SuDS Manual, C753 

(Ciria, 2015). It is not to be used for detailed design of drainage systems. It is recommended 

that hydraulic modelling software is used to calculate volume requirements and design 

details before finalising the drainage scheme.

Site name:

Calculated by:

Latitude:

Longitude:

Reference:

Date:

Site coordinates

Site location:

  Where rainwater harvesting or infiltration has been used for managing surface 
water runoff such that the effective impermeable area is less than 50 % of the ‘area 

positively drained’, the ‘net site area’ and the estimates of Qbar and other flow rates 
will have been reduced accordingly.

Site characteristics
Total site area (ha)
Significant public open space (ha)
Area positively drained (ha)
Pervious area contribution (%)
Impermeable area (ha)
Percentage of drained area  
that is impermeable (%)
Impervious area drained via infiltration (ha)
Return period for infiltration  
system design (year)
Impervious area drained to  
rainwater harvesting systems (ha)
Return period for rainwater harvesting 
system design (year)
Compliance factor for rainwater harvesting 
system design (%)
Net site area for storage volume design (ha) 
Net impermeable area for storage volume 
design (ha)

Design criteria
Volume control approach

Default Edited

Climate change allowance factor
Urban creep allowance factor
Interception rainfall depth (mm)
Minimum flow rate (l/s)

Qmed estimation method
BFI & SPR estimation method

Default Edited

Qmed (l/s)
Qbar / Qmed Conversion Factor
HOST class
BFI / BFIHOST
SPR / SPRHOST

Hydrology Default Edited

SAAR (mm)
M5-60 Rainfall Depth (mm)
‘r’ Ratio M5-60/M5-2 day 
Rainfall 100 yrs 6 hrs
Rainfall 100 yrs 12 hrs
FEH/FSR conversion factor 
Hydrological region 
Growth curve factor: 1 year 
Growth curve factor: 10 year
Growth curve factor: 30 year 
Growth curve factor: 100 year 

Site discharge rates Default Edited

Qbar total site area (l/s)
Qbar net site area (l/s)
1 in 1 year (l/s)
1 in 30 years (l/s)
1 in 100 years (l/s)

Estimated storage volumes Default Edited

Interception storage (m3)
Attenuation storage (m3)
Long term storage (m3)
Treatment storage (m3)
Total storage (excluding treatment) (m3)

Methodology FEH Statistical

Calculate from dominant HOST

Use long term storage

688.2

576.46

1.1 1.1

826.01

0

--

30

0

1412.3

Tatum Lau

5

2.45

1.16

2195721957
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WSUD Development Scenarios
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Calculate from BFI and SAAR
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5
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Scenario	3	-	WSUD,	lower	density	housing,	more	open	space	p/p
Impervious	Cover% Land	use %	of	available	area Area	(ha)

Residential
75 Med	-	High	Density	(Starter	/	Smaller	Homes) 25 107.95
45 Medium	Density	(Family	Housing) 15 64.77

Commercial 0.00
95 Office	(High	performance	Technology) 2.5 10.79
75 Low	Density	Office	(R&D	Agri	Food) 1 4.32
95 Retail 1 4.32

Community	/	Civic 0.00
55 Schools 2 8.64
75 Post	Office	/	Administrative 1 4.32

Transportation 0.00
50 Railroad	/	Station 2 8.64
100 Paved	Roads 4 17.27

Industrial 0.00
80 Logistics	and	Distribution 2 8.64

Accesible	Open	Space	 34.5
10 Parks,	Allotments	etc 30 129.54

Water	Infrastructure
0 Bio-Retention 3 12.95
0 Vegetatated	Swales 1 4.32
0 Sediment	Basins 0.5 2.16
Total	Non-Accessible	Open	Space 10

0 Constructed	Wetlands 10 43.18
TOTALS 100.00

SUMMARY Totals Percentage Area	(ha)
Residential 40 172.72
Dwelling	Units
Residents
Resident	Workers
Employment	/	Jobs 6.5 28.07
Retail 4.32
Office 10.79
Office	/Lab 4.32
Industrial 8.64
Actual	Accessible	Open	Space 34.5 148.97
Required	Accessible	Open	Space 28.40 122.63
Impervious	Cover 41.025 177.145
Development	Area 431.7976
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Surface water storage 
requirements for sites

www.uksuds.com │ Storage estimation tool

This report was produced using the Storage estimation tool developed by HR Wallingford and available at www.uksuds.com. The use of this tool is subject to the UK SuDS terms and conditions and licence agreement, which can both be 
found at http://uksuds.com/terms-and-conditions.htm. The outputs from this tool have been used to estimate storage volume requirements. The use of these results is the responsibility of the users of this tool. No liability will be accepted 
by HR Wallingford, the Environment Agency, CEH, Hydrosolutions or any other organisation for use of this data in the design or operational characteristics of any drainage scheme.

This is an estimation of the storage volume requirements that are needed to meet normal 

best practice criteria in line with Environment Agency guidance “Preliminary rainfall runoff 

management for developments”, W5-074/A/TR1/1 rev. E (2012) and the SuDS Manual, C753 

(Ciria, 2015). It is not to be used for detailed design of drainage systems. It is recommended 

that hydraulic modelling software is used to calculate volume requirements and design 

details before finalising the drainage scheme.

Site name:

Calculated by:

Latitude:

Longitude:

Reference:

Date:

Site coordinates

Site location:

  Where rainwater harvesting or infiltration has been used for managing surface 
water runoff such that the effective impermeable area is less than 50 % of the ‘area 

positively drained’, the ‘net site area’ and the estimates of Qbar and other flow rates 
will have been reduced accordingly.

Site characteristics
Total site area (ha)
Significant public open space (ha)
Area positively drained (ha)
Pervious area contribution (%)
Impermeable area (ha)
Percentage of drained area  
that is impermeable (%)
Impervious area drained via infiltration (ha)
Return period for infiltration  
system design (year)
Impervious area drained to  
rainwater harvesting systems (ha)
Return period for rainwater harvesting 
system design (year)
Compliance factor for rainwater harvesting 
system design (%)
Net site area for storage volume design (ha) 
Net impermeable area for storage volume 
design (ha)

Design criteria
Volume control approach

Default Edited

Climate change allowance factor
Urban creep allowance factor
Interception rainfall depth (mm)
Minimum flow rate (l/s)

Qmed estimation method
BFI & SPR estimation method

Default Edited

Qmed (l/s)
Qbar / Qmed Conversion Factor
HOST class
BFI / BFIHOST
SPR / SPRHOST

Hydrology Default Edited

SAAR (mm)
M5-60 Rainfall Depth (mm)
‘r’ Ratio M5-60/M5-2 day 
Rainfall 100 yrs 6 hrs
Rainfall 100 yrs 12 hrs
FEH/FSR conversion factor 
Hydrological region 
Growth curve factor: 1 year 
Growth curve factor: 10 year
Growth curve factor: 30 year 
Growth curve factor: 100 year 

Site discharge rates Default Edited

Qbar total site area (l/s)
Qbar net site area (l/s)
1 in 1 year (l/s)
1 in 30 years (l/s)
1 in 100 years (l/s)

Estimated storage volumes Default Edited

Interception storage (m3)
Attenuation storage (m3)
Long term storage (m3)
Treatment storage (m3)
Total storage (excluding treatment) (m3)

Methodology FEH Statistical

Calculate from dominant HOST

Use long term storage

688.2

576.46

1.1 1.1

826.01

0

--

30

0

1412.3

Tatum Lau

5

2.45

1.16

2125721257

0.47

635635

5

Aspley Guise

--541.11

1.4

5

0

1.1241.124

7086

1.65

52.02053° N

1.4

---

177.145

0.47

2.45

20

2052.2

0.87 0.87

66
0.4

0.520.52

51

6162254

63

186721

148.97

WSUD Development Scenarios

2052.2

20

0

193807

493.093

0.62806° W

2017-11-08T19:22:43

1412.3

89.32

3.56

10

0.4

193807

Calculate from BFI and SAAR

344.12

344.12300000000005

7086

576.46

200.69

688.2

10

1.16

1.65

3.56

186721

5
5

826.01
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Data Sources 
Hydrology of Soil Types [Computer File] London, UK: Natural England, 2016. 
http://environment.data.gov.uk/ ds/catalogue/index.jsp#/catalogue  
 
Aquifers, GB geology 625k [Computer File] Nottingham, UK: British Geological Survey, 2016. 
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/research/groundwater/shaleGas/aquifersAndShales/data.html 
 
Boundaries, Roads, Rail [Computer File] South Hampton, UK: Ordinance Survey, 2016. 
http://download.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/open/BDLINE/201610/ 
ESRL/bdline_essh_gb.zip?sv=2014-02-14&sr=b&st=2016-10- 06T23:35:24Z&se=2016-10-
09T23:35:24Z&si=opendata_pol- icy&sig=CUKg8lE6ZYZoLF134Szh8kCt%2BXUxCJqDaSu- 
PijESOgA%3D  
 
DEM [Computer File] South Hampton, UK: Ordinance Survey, 2016. 
http://download.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/open/TERR50/201607/CESH/terr50_cesh_gb.zip?sv
=2014-02-14&sr=b&st=2016-10-06T23:35:24Z&se=2016-10-
09T23:35:24Z&si=opendata_policy&sig=h8U%2B%2BVZKxXDI0iStQzNdZVD5l3zNmA9m
yn%2FUIJ8wDZo%3D 
 
Floodzones [Computer File] Bristol, UK: Environmental Agency, 2016. 
http://environment.data.gov.uk/ds/catalogue/#/86ec354f-  
d465-11e4-b09e-f0def148f590   
 
Land Cover [Computer File] Swindon, UK: CEH, 2016. https://eip.ceh.ac.uk/lcm/lcmdata  
National Forests [Computer File] Bristol, UK: Forestry Commission, 2016. 
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/infd-8g5bya  
 


